Introduction: neurobiological impact of environmental estrogens.
This paper provides an introduction to a special issue dedicated to the action of environmental estrogens on neural circuits and behavior. The problem of endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs), i.e. chemicals that have the capacity to interfere with the endocrine system, has gained increasing attention as it has become clear that these environmental contaminants may be active in humans, as well as in wildlife and domestic animal species. The majority of the early investigations were aimed at the discovery of the toxicological effects of the EDCs, but biomedical observations were among some of the first indications that estrogenic compounds may exert deleterious effects, even some time after exposure. The data derived from women exposed prenatally to diethylstilbesterol provided powerful evidence for long-term effects and endocrine disruption associated with selected compounds. The examination of wild animal populations exposed to industrial chemicals showed that the chemical exposure, though nonlethal, left the individual impaired or even incapable of reproducing. Among the multiple targets of the action of EDCs, several researches performed in recent years have investigated subtle modifications of the animal behaviors (reproductive, aggressive) that are likely to be related to alterations of specific neural pathways. We have, therefore, focused here on the behavioral studies as one of the more powerful tools to investigate EDCs effects on specific neural circuits.